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Frequently
Asked Questions

The most important part of this decision is to recognize the difference between the two.

On-Site Coordinators: Simply put, an on-site coordinator has a bit less “skin in the game”
and his/her first priority will, for better or worse, be to the venue itself - since after all, they
are employed on site. That is not to say that I have not worked with fabulous on-site
coordinators!  They have an intimate knowledge of the space, what can/cannot be done,
and what has already been tried before.  Often, they have good working relationships with
local vendors – a.k.a. “the regulars.” Sometimes, though, it can be difficult for them to step
outside of the proverbial box that they’ve created on-site.  Additionally, venue coordinators
have limited motivation to suggest or try new things (i.e. menu styles, timeline orders,
special décor accommodations, seating/banquet layouts, etc.) because it may mean a bit
more work for the location and their staff…plus a step away from “the regulars.”

Private Wedding Planners:  Like Planned by Cristina Capone, private planners are
employed by YOU, and therefore have YOUR vision, priorities, and overall event’s success
at heart.  We will not only create and carry out a Wedding Day that is uniquely yours but
also build a relationship working with the on-site team to accomplish your overall event
goals. Additionally, if your Wedding Day incorporates a ceremony that is not at the
reception venue, or you are looking for help with transportation, accommodations, and
other off-venue planning, a private wedding planner would be suited for you.  However,
even beyond those off-venue components, having an advocate for your vision and luxury-
event-level expertise in partnership with the venue has its perks!

general questions
My Venue has an on-site coordinator; Do I still need to hire a private
wedding planner?
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We are happy to work on both large and small-scale events.  The weddings that we plan
typically cost no less than $95K total budget spend.  Our more extravagant weddings may
have total budgets north of $250K. For full design, the average industry-wide wedding
planning cost is roughly 10-20% of the total budget.  For partial planning, we recommend
allotting 5-10% of your total wedding budget to incorporate professional planning
expertise.

What is the average total budget of the weddings you plan? How much
should I invest in a private wedding planner?

As we are based in NYC, within driving distance of the Hamptons & eastern Long Island,
our busiest months by far are June & September– prime wedding season.  For these
months, we tend to book out 10-14 months in advance.  May, July & October are our next
most busy months. For all other times of the year, we primarily book destination events
and will often have the greatest flexibility for bookings.  Of course, we encourage clients
considering our services to reach out as soon as possible to see what is available or let us
know that you are interested in a particular date!

How soon should I book?/What are your busiest months?

Our policy is not to hold wedding dates without a deposit.  That said, we will place what we
call a “soft hold” on your date for one week following an initial consultation.  What this
means is that for one week following our complimentary introduction via phone / in
person, we will give you the right of first refusal on booking your Wedding Date, if we
receive another inquiry during this time.

Will you hold our date, if we are interested?

general questions
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 Have a Look! We highly recommend that you take the time to peruse our portfolio
and details available throughout the site, as well as our most current posts on
Instagram, Pinterest & Facebook @plannedbycristinacapone to learn about the brand.
 Let’s Connect! Let us know that you are interested in learning more and ask us any
questions via your preferred contact method:

Event Inquiry Form
Instagram Direct Message
Email
Phone

 Schedule a Consult! Once we connect, we’ll schedule a Complimentary Consultation
(typically via conference call) during which we are able to personally or virtually meet
and exchange details. You will learn more about Cristina and the services we offer at
Planned by Cristina Capone. And, very importantly, we will learn more about you and
your event! Together, following our consult, we are able to more clearly decide if we are
a perfect fit! [Note: All consultations include and are followed by an Event Summary &
Proposal sent to the prospective client via email.]

1.

2.

a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

We are interested! What are our next steps?

general questionsgeneral questions

Our clients often are successful professionals who are organized and timely.  They typically
do not have the bandwidth in their schedule that professional planning requires, and value
a luxury service + expert advice. We love working directly with the parents/families of our
bride and groom to easily facilitate all planning efforts into one cohesive design resulting in
a stress-free day! Please understand that we will only discuss event details with clients of
Planned by Cristina Capone (as designated by our planning contract).  This not only legally
protects Planned by Cristina Capone, but also limits miscommunications and supports
creating a Wedding Day that is unique, personal and authentic to our Bride & Groom.

What type of client does Planned by Cristina Capone work with?
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During peak season, we may take on as many as 4 weddings per month, but typically no
more than two (2) or three (3) on a monthly basis, and never more than four (4) Full Design
clients in one season. Our business is referral-driven and the quality of the weddings we
curate is the main driver of our brand’s success.  Likewise, our client experience is a
paramount priority.   Our number one commitment is to a first-class experience for our
brides- & grooms-to-be.  The highest compliment – that we are proud to receive often – is
that our clients feel that they are always receiving our undivided attention.

How many weddings do you work per month?

Each custom planning package includes a proposed planning schedule designed using
your wedding baseline analysis and planning scope.  A set schedule for our meetings from
contract signing through your Wedding Day ensures that we will have plenty of time
blocked out on both your calendar and ours to work through your wedding check list at a
comfortable pace.  We can always scale up or scale down from the initial schedule to meet
your needs.  In-person consultations and special meetings are normally included in Full
Design packages and priced into Partial Planning packages at the clients’ request.

How many meetings will we have? Do you come with us to our relevant
meetings?

general questions

Over the years, we’ve noticed a trend away from traditional wedding etiquette.  Couples
are more apt to move away from formal timeline sequencing, seating arrangement,
procession order, print/stationary guidelines, etc. However, our brand is centered on being
proper wherever appropriate and strictly to the extent desired by each client. Planned by
Cristina Capone follows The Emily Post Institute standard, as outlined in Emily Post’s
Etiquette, 18th Edition.  Authored by Post family etiquette experts, it is the time-tested
definitive guide to American manners for social, business and wedding etiquette.

What etiquette standard do you follow?
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In a word, no.  But let’s expand on that…We used to offer day-of and month-of planning,
since these are highly sought after packages by very organized brides who are beginning to
plan their event and “really only need someone to execute their fully planned day” or
someone to “check that they aren’t forgetting anything.”  Then we quickly realized that our
best events were those on which we began working with clients – even if only on a
consultative basis – at least ninety (90) days prior to their event. So, while we love to help
customize partial planning packages that give you exactly the amount of help that you are
looking for and need, we only book packages that will give us ample time together, to
ensure a well-planned Wedding Day!

I am considering other planners who offer day-of & month-of services; Do
you offer custom packages for these services as an option within partial
planning?

Of course!  We book Full Design and Partial Planning for destination weddings, depending
on what best suits your event’s needs.  The only additional charges included in destination
wedding packages are the cost of travel/accommodations to/from the wedding location for
the weekend of your event. If yours is a location/venue that we have not previously
planned, we may do a virtual venue walkthrough with an on-site coordinator or feel more
comfortable doing a “heels-on-the-ground” walk of the space! Should we choose to travel
and explore your destination venue in advance of your wedding, the cost of this trip would
be our own discovery expense and would not impact your package price.

May I book Planning services for a U.S. Domestic or International
destination wedding in either planning category?

services

Yes!  Happy to.

Do you plan at private estates/residences?
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We as a brand are ready for anything unexpected and will work through a wide network of
planners to provide a qualified alternative service provider in the unlikely unavoidable
circumstance that we are unable to support a contracted day.  Luckily, this has never
happened before, but it is important to consider contingencies, which are outlined
thoroughly in each Service Agreement.

Our Complimentary Day-of Rescue Kit is on-site with our planning team throughout your
Wedding Day and available to clients and their guests for complimentary use at any time.

What happens if you are ill or otherwise unable to be there on the day of
our wedding?

What do you carry with you on our wedding day, and who has access to
these items?

Absolutely not!  As a matter of fact, they often come packed full of free advice!  Following
the consult, you’ll receive a summary of our discussion with any preliminary
recommendations – yours to keep – along with your service proposal.

Is there a fee for our initial consultation?

pricing

services
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“I do!”  Because there are limited weekends in wedding season, and we book a limited
number of full vs. partial planning clients each year, we are thankful to have a calendar that
fills quickly!  For this reason, we do require a non-refundable deposit to hold your date.

Do you require a deposit to reserve our wedding date on your schedule?

50% deposit at contract signing
Remaining balance due on Wedding Date

25% deposit at contract signing
Three (3) scheduled payments outlined at contract signing, with final payment due on
Wedding Date

For Partial Planning clients:

For Full Design clients:

Concerned with how the above payment schedules might impact the timing of your event
budget?  We hear you and are happy to work with you upfront to negotiate a schedule of
payments that meets your budgetary needs.

What is the schedule of payments for your packages?

pricing

Check
Cash
QuickPay with Zelle from all major participating banks

Credit card (+2.9% service fee)
ACH / Electronic Bank Transfer (+1.3% service fee)

We accept the following payment methods without service fee:

If the following are more convenient forms of payment for you, we are happy to accept
them, with standard service fees applied.

What forms of payment do you accept?
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Custom Wedding Website Domain – As part of Full Design, we offer complete
wedding website creation, either using an in-house web designer or a third-party
service provider.  Should you choose to purchase a custom domain for your site, we
will search the domain, let you know if it is available, let you know the cost (and/or
alternative options) and if you would like, we will happily add this domain fee to your
planning bill. This way, we can keep working on your site without interrupting you to
license the domain before we proceed!
Day-of Supplies – Clients that offer shuttle transportation to their guests often wish to
include bottled water for passengers.  Some shuttle companies do not offer this
service, some overcharge, and our clients typically do not want to inconvenience a
friend or family member to help with this.  So, we are happy to take on the
responsibility and bill you only for the cost of the water plus staff to transport and
place the bottles.
Fonts– When we are assisting clients with graphic design elements like wedding fonts
& logos, we are able to front things like font download costs to make sure that once
you have found the perfect elements for your logo design, we can forward them to
your printer without delay.
Swatches & Samples – Although we have fantastic relationships with many vendors
that will provide these at no cost to our clients, should you wish to view a sample, we
can request one for you and cover the cost upfront, passing it through to your invoice
due on your Wedding Day.

Yes, you may!  It’s our pleasure, as your planner and “wedding concierge” to take care of
small items for you directly and, on a case-by-case basis, front these charges, adding them
to your planning invoice to be paid with your overall bill.
Please note: We will never incur a charge with the intention of adding it to your invoice
without your prior approval. Here are just a few examples:

May I add a la carte services/charges to my planning invoice, as we work
together?

pricing
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Search out venue and nearby venue-recommended vendor lists
Compile a master list of top applicable vendors and begin phone/email inquiries to
understand client fit and Wedding Date availability
Reach out to network of industry peers to obtain reviews of considered vendors
Weigh in the portfolio component by viewing past work on Instagram, web, Pinterest
and similar profiles
Compare against existing vendor network pricing and service packages
Compile a list of 2-3 top picks to forward to the client in each vendor category*

We always have a pulse on industry trends, new vendors, locational standard pricing, etc.
Therefore, we are always researching new vendor options, even for locations and venues
at which we have previously planned.  Our overall vendor recommendations are made
using a multi-step process:

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

*Often our clients find a fit within our “top-picks,” but sometimes we head back to the
drawing board for more options – we are always happy to spend ample time on due
diligence until you’ve found and established your perfect vendor list.

How do you make reliable vendor recommendations? What is your
process for selecting and hiring vendors?

team

Planned by Cristina Capone shares products, services, and ideas that we feel align with our
brand vision & values.  We DO NOT receive kickbacks for brand promotion, endorsement,
or referral.  Instead, we ask valued vendors who we know and trust to show their
appreciation for our referrals and their relationship with the brand by providing discounts
directly to our future clients.  See our Vendor Partnerships page for more details!

Do you or your brand receive kickbacks from vendors whom we book
with upon your referral?
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Yes!  While we do not specialize in and are not licensed to sell wedding insurance, we are
happy to help you navigate the components of your policy and advise on important policy
elements.  We have worked and can connect you with licensed agents and event insurance
specialists who are great at what they do and very helpful in finding you the right coverage
at affordable premiums.

Do you work with any wedding insurance providers or advise clients on
wedding insurance?

More than 75 guests
Off-venue ceremony and/or portrait locations

I work with a fabulous team of assistants and always at least one (1) assistant for weddings
with:

How many People on your staff will be at the wedding?

team

Aisle Planner is an online tool that is stylish and streamlined with a full suite of tools that
allow us to seamlessly design and manage every last detail of your event!  Together, we’ll
use this online portal to collaborate throughout our planning process. Learn more about
Aisle Planner here.

What is Aisle Planner?

aisle planner
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Aisle Planner keeps everyone on the same page and everything in one place (contracts,
invoices, calendar, budget, checklist, timeline, vendors, design studio, guest management,
etc.). Below are some features we will use as we plan:
Checklist: Every detail is accounted for in the checklist tool. You will virtually see all of your
to-do’s and reminders, by category or due date, from start to finish!
Timeline: This feature gives you and your vendors real-time access to your minute-to-
minute day-of timeline as we sequence your day.
Contacts: Never worry where a vendor contract, phone number, or invoice is again! With
the vendor contacts tool, everything is all in one place.
Guest Management: Build your guest list directly online to save time and keep everything in
one place.  Then export your list for your stationery and invitations.
Layout: With interactive floorplans customized using your exact venue measurements, the
layout tool will allow us to map out your tables and other rentals within your ceremony,
cocktail, and reception spaces!  You can also create your seating chart online using the
guest management feature to input your guest names.

How will the aisle planner tool assist in the planning process?

aisle planner

Design Studio: This is where we organize all of your ideas and inspiration so you can
visually see your day come to life!
Budget:  Eliminate concerns about unintentionally overspending your budget. With the
budget tool, you can actively see how your budget has been allocated, what is left to pay,
estimate your costs, and make adjustments as you go.

Learn more about Aisle Planner here.

Additional Features Available for Full Design Clients:
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During the onboarding phase, you will receive an email to join your specific project created
just for you! Once signed into your project you can view all of your features on a desktop or
through a web browser on a mobile device.  Although Aisle Planner doesn't have a mobile
app just yet, you'll find that most features are responsively designed for mobile use
through a mobile web browser.

There is a comment section for any questions in Aisle Planner, but of course, I will be
available through email, phone, and our scheduled meetings as well.  This is a tool to help
us to stay organized and on the same page, but is just one of the many ways that we will
stay connected and in touch!

How do I access Aisle Planner?

Will we communicate through Aisle Planner?

aisle planner
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